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Abstract: There is a great degree of heterogeneity among the studies that investigate
whether computer technologies improve education and how students benefit from them –
if at all. The overall goal of this study is to assess the effectiveness of computing
technologies to raise educational performance and non-cognitive outcomes and identify
what program components are most effective in doing so. To achieve this aim we pool
the data sets of five separate studies about computer technology programs that include
observations of 16,856 students from 171 primary schools across three provinces in
China. We find that overall computing technologies have positive and significant impacts
on student academic achievement in both math and in Chinese. The programs are found
to be more effective if they are implemented out-of-school, avoiding what appear to be
substitution effects when programs are run during school. The programs also have
heterogeneous effects by gender. Specifically, boys gain more than girls in Chinese. We
did not find heterogeneous effects by student initial achievement levels. We also found
that the programs that help students learn math—but not Chinese—have positive impacts
on student self-efficacy.

Computer Technology in Education: Evidence from a Pooled S tudy of Computer
Assisted Learning Programs among Rural S tudents in China
The use of computer technology has become increasingly popular in education
over the past decades (Barrow, Markman, and Rouse 2009; Malamud and Pop-Eleches,
2011). Studies have shown that there are many advantages of using computers in
education. For example, Ebner and Holzinger (2007) found that computing technology
can create intrinsically-motivating environments for students. The interaction with and
immediate feedback from the computer can make the learning process a more engaging
experience for students (Bakar et al. 2006) and may also increase student effort at school
(Schaefer and Warren 2004). Studies in developing countries like India suggest that using
computers to supplement regular teaching can compensate for the shortage of teachers or
poor teaching quality (Pal et al. 2006). Computer software can provide more learning
material and can be programmed to teach to different levels of students (Pawar, 2006). 	
  
Despite the popularity of using computer technology in education, there are
ongoing debates about whether it can actually improve student academic achievement. In
a program that uses computers to boost learning among medical students, researchers
actually found a negative impact on student test scores (Vichitvejpaisal et al. 2001).
Contrastingly, student math test scores improved after students used computers to study
math in India (Banerjee et al. 2007). Studies suggest that different implementation
strategies account for such divided outcomes (Osín 1998). For example, programs that
use computers to help students with learning during regular classes (henceforth, in-school
programs) or during a time that is not planned for regular teaching (henceforth, out-ofschool programs) may influence student achievement differently. Research has found that
in-school programs may generate negative effects on learning because they may
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substitute for effective regular classes (Lai et al. 2014). In contrast, other studies have
found that in-school programs complement regular teaching and create positive impacts
on student achievement (Tüzün et al. 2009; Liu et al. 2006). 	
  
In addition to varied program impacts, a great deal of heterogeneity exists among
studies that seek to determine who benefits more from using computer technology in
education. Specifically, a consensus does not exist about the role of gender in the use of
computer technology in education. There are studies suggesting that boys benefit more
than girls because boys become more focused on new computer technologies. A study by
(Ong and Lai 2006) argues that boys perceive more utility from computers and are more
motivated to learn novel technologies than girls. However, other studies have found the
opposite. Girls were shown to have gained more in cognitive achievement in classes
when teachers adopted computer technology in instruction (Vogel et al. 2006). Girls also
were found to have gained more in computer-supported collaborative learning (Prinsen,
Volman, and Terwel 2007). The authors in the latter study suggest that the greater
learning occurred because girls are more collaborative than boys and more efficient at
using computers when cooperation and learning are required. 	
  
It also is not clear whether the impact of using computer technology in education
varies by the initial level of academic achievement of students. On one hand, higher
achievers may benefit more because they are more efficient learners of new materials
(Hativa 1988; Gorjian et al. 2011). In contrast, lower achievers may improve more
because they are able to use computing technologies to help them catch up (Baker,
Gersten, and Lee 2002) and perhaps gain more from the feedback facilitated by
computers.	
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Studies that examine the non-academic outcomes of educational computing
programs are similarly inconsistent in their findings. For example, a positive effect on
self-efficacy (which in our study we define as a person’s perception of his or her ability
to plan and take action to reach a particular learning goal) was observed for nursing
students after they used computers to simulate how to provide better care for patients
(Madorin and Iwasiw, 1999). However, another study failed to identify an impact on selfefficacy when a group of college students in the US used computer programs to learn
math (Maag 2004). 	
  
Several factors may account for the variation in results we find when studying the
record of computing in education. First, there is significant variation in the environments
in which these studies were implemented. For example, a large number of earlier studies
were implemented in developed countries such as Austria, Germany, Switzerland, New
Zealand and the United States (Bakar et al. 2006; Vogel et al. 2006; Maag 2004). In
recent years, more studies have been conducted in developing countries (Banerjee et al.
2007; Tüzün et al. 2009; Ong and Lai 2006). The education systems in these countries
differ dramatically. Program differences may either derive from differing availability of
resources, such as technical support or the quality of the computing equipment, or
differing levels of teacher incentives or student motivation. In addition, the targeted
populations and subjects vary substantially. The targeted populations range from primary
school students (Liu et al. 2006) to professionals (Baker, Gersten, and Lee 2002).
Subjects range from math (Barrow, Markman, and Rouse 2009) and language learning
(Hyland 1993) to professional skills such as nursing (Maag 2004).	
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Second, most of the existing studies are small in scale. More than half of the
studies mentioned above include fewer than one to two hundred participants. The absence
of sufficient statistical power in the studies may be one of the reasons for the differing
results. Few studies even try to calculate the statistical power of their analyses. 	
  
Third, studies adopt different implementation protocols. For example, programs
were conducted both with or without teacher instruction (Madorin and Iwasiw 1999;
Ebner and Holzinger 2007; Pal et al. 2006). The intensity of the programs has ranged
from 30 minutes to one academic year (Barrow, Markman, and Rouse 2009; Gorjian et al.
2011). In many of the studies the protocols are not carefully described.	
  
The overall goal of this study is to assess the effectiveness of using computing
technologies to raise educational performance and non-cognitive outcomes and identify
what program components contribute to program success. In pursuing this goal, our study
seeks to answer the following questions: What impacts do programs that use computers
and educational software have on student cognitive and non-cognitive outcomes? Which
components matter for which type of outcomes? Which forms of implementation works
the best? Are there heterogeneous effects across different sub-populations? 	
  
In this paper we seek to answer these questions by pooling the data from five
randomized experiments that used computer technology to assist primary school student
learning in poor areas of China. We believe the strategy of combining material from five
independent studies is important since a pooled study allows us to better understand the
general effects of computing technology in education as well as the heterogeneous
impacts on both academic and non-academic outcomes. While the original studies are
valuable in assessing the impacts of various computer-based educational programs,
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previous work has shown that pooling data from several studies and stacking them
together can provide more statistical power for both estimating average program impact
and conducting heterogeneity analysis (Taioli and Bonassi 2002). The rise in statistical
power of a pooled study is also higher than a meta-analysis that treats each study as a
single observation. 	
  
By building an aggregated data set from five separate studies about educational
programs using computing technology, including a total of 16856 students in 171 primary
schools, we find that, overall, computing technologies have positive and significant
impacts on student academic achievement in both math and Chinese. The programs are
found to be more effective if they are implemented out-of-school, avoiding what appear
to be substitution effects when programs are run in-school. The programs are found to
have heterogeneous effects by gender. Specifically, boys gain more than girls in Chinese.
In contrast, boys do not seem to differ from girls in math improvement after the program.
We did not find heterogeneous effects by student initial achievement levels. Lower
achievers gain as much as higher achievers from the program. We also found that the
programs that help students learn math—but not Chinese—have positive impacts on
student self-efficacy.	
  
Despite the contribution of our paper, we do realize that the study has limitations.
First, the programs included in the studies follow protocols in which students are
instructed to only interact with the computer and their computing partner. Teachers are
not part of the learning process. Indeed, by protocol teachers were not allowed to provide
any additional instruction. Hence, the results of this pooled study are applicable to
programs that are not designed to measure programs that encourage group interactions
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among students or interactions between students and teachers. Second, one of the
strengths of this study is also one that limits its external validity. All of the programs are
implemented in poor schools in rural China’s educational system. This suggests that our
results are mainly representative of schools with poor resources in developing countries.
The study may say nothing about how such programs would work in schools that are
more competitive in richer, better-resourced communities (Watkins 2000). 	
  
To meet our goals and objectives, the rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
the next section, we present an overview of the five individual computer assisted learning
programs we analyze in this paper. In Section Three we discuss the sampling strategies,
data collection processes and statistical methods of the study. In Section Four we present
the analytical results that seek to answer the questions about computing technologies
raised earlier in this section. Section Five concludes.	
  

An overview of the five computer assisted learning programs	
  
In this section we introduce the computer assisted learning programs that we have
run in China between 2010 and 2012. In the rest of the paper, we call these programs our
CAL programs. For each program we describe the specific problem addressed, the main
objective of the program, the approach (in briefest terms the design of the CAL program);
and the results. Importantly, in the rest of the paper we will not be redoing or reporting on
the results of these analyses. Rather, we will be combining the datasets from the five
projects and analyzing the data to try to answer key questions about the effectiveness of
CAL in general. 	
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The first CAL program (called the Migrant CAL Program) was targeted at
narrowing the education gap that exists between students from rural areas that come with
their parents to Beijing and attend private, unregulated, low-quality migrant schools
(henceforth, migrant students) and students from urban areas that attend free and high
quality urban public schools (Table 1, row 1). One of the biggest problems facing many
migrant students is that they frequently fall behind (their parents often move and they are
in and out of many different schools) and find it difficult to catch up. Because many
migrant students fall behind in school the primary objective of the Migrant CAL Program
was to provide students with remedial tutoring to help them narrow the achievement gap
with regular urban children in public schools. To achieve the objective, we delivered a
CAL math program to migrant students during periods of time that did not conflict with
their regular math or Chinese classes (e.g., before school, during lunch, after school or
during a free, study hall class). The results of the Migrant CAL experiment demonstrated
that CAL significantly improved student math test score by 0.14 standard deviations. 	
  
In the second CAL program we targeted groups of vulnerable students that attend
rural schools in poor mountainous regions of China. Many of these students had parents
that worked in distant urban centers or lived with parents during the weekend, but, due to
the remoteness of their villages, lived at school in dormitories during the week (Table 1,
row 2). All of the students were ethnically Han, China’s largest ethnic group (making up
about 92 percent of the population). Previous work (Mo et al. 2012) shows that primary
school students that live in dormitories perform less well than other students. Similar to
the Migrant CAL Program, we rolled out a CAL program in these poor rural schools
during after-school hours in Shaanxi Province (henceforth, Shaanxi CAL Program I) with
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the goal of improving educational performance among these vulnerable boarding
students. The Shaanxi CAL Program I study found that the standardized math scores of
students improved by 0.12 standard deviations. 	
  
The third CAL program targeted ethnic minority students in northwest China
whose academic performance is, on average, lower than that of the poor rural students in
Shaanxi Province (Hannum 1999). Among the most significant barriers for the minority
students is their relatively low level of Chinese language skill, as Mandarin Chinese is the
medium of instruction and the language of all textbooks (Lai et al. 2012). The third CAL
program was conducted in Qinghai province (henceforth, Qinghai CAL Program I),
where minority families live in relatively high rates of concentration. The immediate
objective of the Qinghai CAL Program I was to use CAL to help students improve their
Chinese during after-school hours. This program was found to have a positive impact of
0.20 standard deviations on the standardized Chinese test scores of minority students. The
program also had significant positive spillover effects on math test scores.1	
  
The fourth CAL program sought to determine whether program impacts differed
when CAL sessions were held during regular school hours instead of during after-school
hours. One reason for examining this issue is that if a CAL program was to be scaled up
across a large number of schools by the formal school system, it is possible that the
program would be incorporated into regular school hours (we call this kind of program an
in-school CAL program). Since in-school programs may substitute for teacher instruction

1

In this case the spillover was a positive one. The analysis found that after treating students in CAL group
with a Chinese language curriculum, math test scores also went up. The most likely causal mechanism is
that in China, math textbooks are written in Chinese and math classes are taught in Chinese. Hence, it
appears as if when the CAL Chinese treatment improved Chinese skills of the ethnic minority students (as
we found in the analysis), math test scores also rose.
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and other learning activities, it is not clear whether an in-school CAL program will help
improve student learning as much as an after school program. In the Shaanxi CAL
Program II, students were offered CAL sessions in both math and Chinese. Therefore, the
objective the fourth CAL program (henceforth, the Shaanxi CAL Program II) was to test
whether an in-school CAL program is effective in improving student test scores. The
results of the Shaanxi CAL Program II showed that student math scores did improve (in
this case by 0.16 standard deviations). However, no impact was found on Chinese test
scores.	
  
The fifth CAL program targeted the minority students and was designed to test
whether CAL can also improve math scores directly by providing students with math in
addition to Chinese sessions. The program was conducted in Qinghai Province—we call
it the Qinghai CAL Program II. The objective of Qinghai CAL Program II was to test
whether directly engaging minority students in math CAL sessions will help them
improve even more than when they were only engaged in Chinese CAL sessions. The
program was supposed to be implemented as an out-of-school program. However, during
implementation, it was discovered that some of the schools implemented the Qinghai
CAL Program II as an in-school program (because there was sometimes not enough outof-school time to accommodate the program).2 The results suggest that the Qinghai CAL
Program II improved student test scores only among the schools that implemented it as an
out-of-school program. There was no improvement in either math or Chinese when the
Qinghai CAL Program II was implemented as an in-school program.	
  

2

On average, one-quarter of the treatment students in Qinghai CAL Program II were in schools that used
regular school hours for the CAL sessions (Lai et al., 2014).
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While the five studies by themselves offer interesting insights into the
effectiveness of CAL sessions in raising the educational performance of rural students in
China, we believe that pooling the data together can provide additional insights. Results
from a pooled study will offer more external validity and statistical power. The increased
power will allow for more accurate identification of heterogeneous effects and for more
robustness when executing multiple hypothesis tests.3	
  

S ampling, data and methods	
  
In this section, we describe the aggregated dataset from the five CAL programs.
While minor differences exist from study to study we highlight the similarities by
describing the sampling and assignment of treatment and control groups, data collection,
interventions, and analytical methods.	
  
S ampling and Random Assignment
In this subsection, we summarize in four steps the sampling strategies and the
randomization in each of the five CAL programs as well as present the results of
statistical tests that examine a.) the balance of the pooled dataset; and b.) how attrition
affects the balance. We first present how each program obtained the sampling frame of
schools and how the sample schools were chosen. Second, we describe how we
randomized the sample into treatment and control groups in each program. Third, we
conduct the balance tests of randomization on the aggregated data set that we created by

3

Our power calculations suggested that the pooled CAL study has a power of 90 percent to detect an effect
size of 0.2 standard deviations of a program impact at the one percent significance level. We assumed a
pre- and post-intervention correlation of 0.6 and intra-cluster correlation of 0.1. Using the Bonferroni
method, our significance level for detecting the heterogeneous effects of 0.2 standard deviations is 2
percent.
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pooling the individual data sets from the five programs. Fourth and finally, using the
pooled data set, we also check whether the overall rate and nature of attrition are the same
between the treatment and control groups.	
  
Choosing the sample for each program consisted of several steps. The first step
was to create a sampling frame. For the Migrant CAL Program, we obtained a complete
list of all the migrant schools in Beijing. We then chose three districts with a high density
of migrants and migrant schools. There were a total of 43 migrant schools in the three
districts of Beijing. For the Shaanxi CAL Programs I and II, we chose Ankang Prefecture,
one of the poorest mountainous areas in the southern region of Shaanxi Province (CNBS,
2011). Within the prefecture, we randomly selected four counties out of ten counties as
our sample counties. All of the counties were nationally-designated poverty counties. We
then obtained a list of all rural primary schools that had six grades. In total there were 72
schools in the sampling frame. For the Qinghai CAL Programs I and II, we chose
Haidong Prefecture, which is among the poorest regions of China (CNBS, 2011). Within
Haidong Prefecture, we chose the three minority autonomous counties which met our
criteria of being poor and rural (Fang Lai et al. 2012) and created a sampling frame with
70 primary schools. 	
  
After creating the sampling frame, we had to choose the schools that would be in
our sample. In each case, we randomly chose enough schools from the sample frame that
the power of our statistical analysis allowed for at least an 80 percent chance of
discovering a 0.15 standard deviation effect of the CAL program. In the Migrant CAL
Program, we randomly chose 24 schools out of 43 schools for the experiment (Lai et al.
2011) encompassing 2224 grade 3 students. For the Shaanxi CAL Programs I and II, all
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72 schools were included in our sample (Table 1, row 2), encompassing 2739 grade 3 and
grade 5 students for Shaanxi CAL Program I and 8401 grade 3 to 6 students (Table 1,
row 3) for Shaanxi CAL Program II. In the Qinghai CAL Programs I and II, we randomly
chose 60 out of 70 schools (Lai et al., 2012),4 encompassing 1828 grade 3 students for
Qinghai CAL Program I and 1705 grade 3 students for Qinghai CAL Program II (Table
1, row 5).	
  
After choosing the sample schools in each of the programs, we randomly selected
the treatment and control groups. Among the 24 schools in the Migrant CAL Program,
one class in each school was chosen as the treatment class and the other was taken as the
control class.5 In both of the Shaanxi CAL Programs, 36 of 72 sample schools were
randomly chosen as the treatment schools and the remaining 36 schools served as control
schools. Similarly, in both of the Qinghai CAL Programs 57 sample schools were
randomly chosen as the treatment schools and the remaining 31 served as control
schools.6 In all treatment schools, all of the sample students were required to take the
CAL sessions.	
  
Data	
  
The data collection approach and the survey instruments were virtually the same
for all five programs. For each we conducted a baseline survey at the beginning of the
study before implementation of the CAL treatment and an evaluation survey at the end of

4

Three of the 60 schools were shut down before the program implementation. Therefore, we had a total
number of 57 sample schools in the Qinghai CAL Program I (Table 1, row 4)
5
In Lai et al. (2011), the researchers tested for spillovers by including randomly-chosen, pure control
schools. In such schools there were no treatment classes. By comparing the pure control schools with the
control classes in the treatment schools, it was confirmed that there were no spillovers from the treatment
classes to the control classes within the same schools.
6
In Qinghai, due to our limited supply of computers, we were only able to implement CAL in 26 schools.	
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each program. During each survey trained enumerators administered a standardized math
test and a standardized Chinese test. Students were required to finish the tests in each
subject within 25 minutes. Besides the math and Chinese tests, enumerators also collected
data on the characteristics of students and their families.	
  
Because all of the surveys were identical, we are able to create demographic and
socioeconomic variables for all observations in all studies. In the current pooled study,
we include variables for each student’s gender; if the student is an only child; if the
student has ever used a computer (before the CAL program); if the student’s father is
illiterate; if the student’s mother is illiterate; whether at least one parent has an off-farm
job, if the student has ever used internet; how much the student like(s) schooling;7 and
student self-efficacy.8 A detailed summary of all the socioeconomic variables listed above
is presented in Appendix 1.
When pooling the samples together, balance tests confirm that the randomization
generated balanced treatment and control groups. At the time of baseline there were no
significant differences in the student and parental characteristics between the treatment
and control groups in the pooled sample (Table 3, column 2). 	
  
Although at baseline there was a total of 16856 students in the five CAL
programs, there was an overall attrition rate of 8.5% (Table 2). In general, students

7

To create the indicator for student’s attitudes towards schooling, students were asked to rate their attitudes
towards school on a 0-100 scale, where “0” indicates “extremely hates school”, and “10” indicates
“extremely enjoys school.”
8
The construct of Perceived Self-efficacy reflects an optimistic self-belief (Schwarzer and Jerusalem
1995). Perceived self-efficacy is an operative construct, i.e., it is related to subsequent behavior and,
therefore, is relevant for clinical practice and behavior change. Jerusalem and Schwarzer developed the
General Self-Efficacy Scale (GSE) in 1979, which was then widely employed in measuring self-efficacy.
GSE has ten items. Each item refers to successful coping and implies an internal-stable attribution of
success. In our study, we adopted the Chinese adaption of the GSE developed in (Zhang and Schwarzer
1995). In the analysis, we standardized the self-efficacy scores.	
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attrited because they were present during the baseline but absent (or had transferred out)
during the evaluation. We do not believe that attrition affects our analysis. In the pooled
data set, the attrition rates do not differ between the treatment and the control groups
(Table 3, column 2). Table 1 also shows that the treatment and the control groups attrited
at similar rates in each of the individual CAL programs. For example, the treatment group
attrited at a rate of 6.7% and control group attrited at a rate of 6.9% in the Migrant CAL
Program (row 1). In fact, if we systematically examine attrition across treatment and
control groups in each of the CAL programs, no statistically significant difference
between them is apparent (Table 3, column 3).9 	
  
In sum, at the time of the baseline of the five CAL studies, there were 16856
students in the sample. After randomly assigning classes/schools to treatment and control,
there were 7584 treatment students and 9313 control students. By the end of the study
15421 students remained in the analytical sample. Of the total number of students in the
sample, 6919 were treatment students and 8502 were control students.	
  
Intervention	
  
	
  

During each of the five programs students in the treatment groups were required

to attend two 40-min CAL sessions per week in math and/or Chinese. The CAL sessions
were mandatory and attendance was recorded by a teacher-supervisor. For the Migrant
CAL Program and the Shaanxi CAL Program I, students in the treatment group were
required to have two 40-min math CAL sessions per week. The subject was math for
9

In order to test how attrition may have affected our ATE estimate of the program impact, we have
calculated the upper and lower bounds of the ATE estimate using the method proposed by Lee (2009).
Using this method, we estimate that the lower bound ATE estimate of the CAL treatment effect (in math or
Chinese) on a combined test score (math + Chinese) is 0.095 SD and the upper bound is 0.103 SD. The
bounded values are close to the estimated ATE (0.10 SD). Hence, the Lee Bounds analysis also confirms
that attrition is not a concern in obtaining an accurate ATE in our study.
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Migrant CAL Program and Shaanxi CAL Program I. The subject was Chinese for the
Qinghai CAL Program I. In the Shaanxi CAL Program II and the Qinghai CAL Program
II students had CAL sessions for both math and Chinese.	
  
During all of the CAL sessions, two students shared one computer and played
games that were related to either math or Chinese. The software used in CAL sessions
was made up of a series of game-based learning units. The units combined animated
videos (explaining the subject) with quizzes. The programs gave students feedback if they
missed the questions. The CAL software was designed explicitly to provide remedial
tutoring in basic competencies included in the National Uniform math and Chinese
curricula. The content was exactly the same for all students within the same grade across
treatment schools. 	
  
During the CAL classes, if the students had a course–related question, they were
encouraged to discuss it with their teammate (the student with whom they shared the
computer). The students were not allowed to discuss their questions with other teams or
with the teacher-supervisor. The protocol required that the teachers could only help
students with scheduling, computer hardware issues and software operations. In fact,
according to our observations, the sessions were so intense that the students were almost
always exclusively focused on their computers. There was little communication among
the groups or between any of the groups and the teacher-supervisor. The CAL software
had enough content and exercise games to cover the math/Chinese course materials for
the entire experiment period and the material for each subject was sufficient to provide 80
minutes of remedial tutoring per week.
S tatistical methods	
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Researchers use meta-analysis techniques to synthesize the results from a series of
experiments, often because they do not have access to the detailed data for each study
(Blettner et al. 1999). When detailed data are available, pooling data of different studies
can provide improved and less-biased point estimates and afford more statistical power
than performing a meta-analysis (Taioli and Bonassi 2002). Furthermore, pooling data
can realize more interaction and sub-group analysis to evaluate heterogeneity. As we
have the complete datasets from all five CAL experiments, we pooled the data to perform
the analysis to investigate the average and heterogeneous effects of CAL.	
  
A major objective of meta-analysis is to summarize the overall (or “combined”)
effect of a particular intervention across multiple studies (Hedges et al., 2009). The
overall effect can be summarized using what is known in the meta-analysis literature as
either a “fixed effects model” or a “random effects model.” Each model makes different
assumptions about the studies that are included in the meta-analysis. The different
assumptions lead to different definitions of the overall effect. They also lead to different
ways of using weights to estimate the overall effect. In the meta-analysis conducted in
our paper, we do not seek to make rigid assumptions about the underlying true effect(s).
We therefore use both	
  fixed effects and random effects models. We find that our results
are substantively similar and robust across models.
Under the fixed effect model, the researcher assumes that there is a single overall
effect size (a “true” effect size) of the intervention that is being analyzed across multiple
studies. Each study has information that can be used to estimate this single overall effect
size. Studies that provide more information for estimating the overall effect size (for
example, some studies measure effects with greater precision than other studies) are
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assigned larger weights than studies that provide less information. Importantly, the only
source of error in estimating the overall effect size in the fixed effects model is the
random error (the lack of information with which to estimate effects) within studies.
By contrast, under the random effects model, the researcher assumes (a) that there
is a distribution of true effect sizes of the intervention (for example, the intervention may
have a larger impact in some contexts or with some populations as compared to others)
and (b) that the studies included in the meta-analysis are a random sample of the
distribution of true effect sizes of the intervention. Thus in the random effects model, the
researcher estimates the mean of this distribution of true effects rather than a single
overall true effect as in the fixed effects model. When estimating the mean of this
distribution, the random effects model accounts for two possible sources of error (rather
than the single source of within-study error as in the fixed effects model). First, each
study is used to estimate the true effect for a specific context (or for a specific
population). Second, the true effects for specific contexts are used to estimate the mean of
the distribution of true effects. The combined mean effect therefore depends not only on
the precision of each study (the degree of within-study error as in the fixed effects model)
but also on the number of studies included in the meta-analysis.
It should be noted that, similar to the fixed effects model, the random effects
model also places greater weight on studies that provided greater information for
estimating true effect sizes. However, in the random effects model each study is
estimating a different true effect size (drawn from a distribution of true effect sizes). To
account for this difference, the weights assigned under the random effects model are
more balanced than the weights assigned under the fixed effects model. In other words,
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studies that estimate effects with greater precision are less likely to dominate the
estimation of the total effect in the random effects model (and studies that estimate
effects with less precision are less likely to be discounted) compared with the fixed
effects model.
Inside the framework of both our fixed effects and random effects approaches, we
also estimate both unadjusted and adjusted ordinary least squares (OLS) regression
models. The unadjusted analysis regresses the outcome variable (i.e. standardized math
and Chinese test scores) on a dummy variable that measures treatment status (CAL
intervention). While no other control variables are included in the unadjusted analysis, we
do hold constant a pre-program outcome variable (i.e., the baseline math and/or Chinese
test score). In summary, then, the unadjusted model that we estimate is: 	
  
yis = α	
  + β*treatments + θ*y0is + εis

(1)	
  

where yis is the outcome variable after the CAL program for student i in school s;
treatments is a dummy variable measuring treatment status (equal to one for students in
the CAL treatment group and zero otherwise) and εis is a random disturbance term
clustered at the school level.10 We also control for y0is, the baseline math test score and/or
Chinese test score for student i in school s.	
  
The model in the adjusted analysis is the same as the unadjusted analysis, but, we
also include a series of control variables to improve statistical efficiency. The adjusted
model that we estimate is: 	
  
yis = α	
  + β*treatments + θ*y0is + Xis. +	
  εis

10

(2)	
  

Following Cameron, Gelbach, and Miller (2011) we correct for the highest level of clustering. In our
case, it is the school level.
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where all notation is the same as in the unadjusted model (equation 1), except we also
include a set of control variables, Xis. Specifically, Xis is a vector of student demographic
and socioeconomic variables (gender; only child; ever used a computer; father is
illiterate; mother is illiterate; at least one parent has an off-farm job; ever used internet;
like schooling; and self-efficacy). These variables are all generated using the baseline
data.	
  
By construction, in both models the coefficient of the dummy variable treatments,
β, is equal to the unconditional difference in the outcome (yis-y0is) between the treatment
and control groups over the program period. In other words, β measures how the
treatment group changed in the standardized math/Chinese test score levels after the CAL
program relative to the control group. In summary, in the results section below, we report
the results of our analysis from estimating Equation (1) with control variables (the
adjusted model) and without control variables (the unadjusted model) using both fixed
effect and random effects models.	
  

Results
Our analysis using the pooled data set shows that the	
  CAL	
  treatment	
  in	
  math	
  or	
  
Chinese	
  significantly improves the student test scores of the treatment group relative to
the control group (Table 4).11 The CAL	
  treatment	
  in	
  math	
  or	
  Chinese is found to
improve the total	
  test	
  scores by 0.10 standard deviations (significant at the 1% level,

11

In the results section of the paper, when we use the term the CAL treatment in math or Chinese, we mean
either of the CAL programs—that is, either the math CAL program or the Chinese CAL program.
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row 1, columns 1 to 4).12 The estimates of the impact remain the same whether we use
the adjusted, unadjusted, fixed effect or random effects model.13
While there is a significant overall effect, we find that the program impact varies
when we implement different types of CAL treatment (Table 5). When we use the CAL
treatment that provides remedial tutoring for math only, math test scores rise by 0.11
standard deviations (significant at the 1% level, row 1, columns 1 and 2). The CAL
treatment in math alone did not have any spillover effects on Chinese test scores (Table 4,
row 1, columns 3 and 4). In contrast, the CAL treatment in Chinese only had a large
positive impact on Chinese test scores which rose by 0.17 to 0.18 standard deviations
(significant at the 1% or 5% level, row 2, columns 3 and 4). Importantly, when we ran the
CAL treatment in Chinese only, we also observed a positive and significant spillover onto
math test scores (of 0.25 standard deviations—significant at the 1% levels, row 2,
columns 1 and 2).
The results of our study also show that some of the CAL programs created
impacts that extend beyond test score effects. Student self-efficacy improved if students
attended the CAL program in math only (Table 6, row 2, columns 3 and 4). Such CAL
treatments improved student self-efficacy by 0.08 standard deviations (significant at the
10% level, row 2, columns 3 and 4). However, there was no impact on the students who
received CAL treatment in Chinese only (row 3, columns 3 and 4). The above results
12

In the rest of the paper, when we use the term total test scores we mean the sum of math and Chinese test
scores. Recall that in all CAL programs (whether we treated students with the CAL math program by itself
or with the CAL Chinese program by itself or with both the CAL math and Chinese programs), we gave
students two standardized tests (one in math and one in Chinese).	
  	
  
13	
  As a robustness check, we tested the program impact of CAL treatment in math or Chinese by including
program dummies. The estimated program impact remains the same when we compare the specification
without program dummies with the specification with program dummies. The estimation results are
available upon request.	
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hold true under both the fixed effects and random effects models. . One of the reasons
that the math CAL was able to make an impact on self-efficacy may be that practices in
math may involve more of a problem-solving process that can boost student self-efficacy.
In contrast, language exercises mainly enforce the memory of vocabularies and grammar
and understanding of sentences or paragraphs, which may be less likely to increase
student self-evaluation of their capacity to accomplish learning tasks.
The analysis shows that how CAL is implemented also matters. Specifically, our
results suggest that out-of-school CAL programs seem to work better than in-school CAL
programs. Using our pooled data set and either the fixed effects or the random effects
model), the out-of school CAL treatment had a larger positive impact on student total test
scores (that is, math + Chinese scores) than the in-school CAL treatment. The out-ofschool CAL program had an impact (0.15 standard deviations—Table 7, row 2, columns
1 and 2) that was higher than the in-school CAL program (0.03 standard deviations—
Table 7, row 1, columns 1 and 2). Importantly, the gap between the two programs (0.12
standard deviations or 0.15 – 0.03) is significant at the 1% level (Table 7, rows 1 and 2,
columns 1 and 2). The difference in the program impacts on the total test score (math +
Chinese scores) is mainly driven by the differences in the program impacts on math
scores. The gap in the math test scores from the out-of-school (row 2, columns 3 and 4)
and the in-school CAL programs (row 1, columns 3 and 4) is 0.19 standard deviations
(0.23 – 0.04 using the fixed effect model) or 0.18 standard deviations (0.23-0.05 using the
random effects model). This difference is significant at the 1% level. Neither program
had a significant impact on Chinese test scores. Moreover, the gap between the impacts
of the two types of programs on Chinese test scores is small (0.07-0.01=0.06 using the
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fixed effect model or 0.06-0.01=0.05 using the random effects model) and is
insignificant.
Our results indicate that the out-of-school program was more effective than the inschool program. The in-school program had a much smaller impact on student academic
performance than the out-of-school program, which is consistent with Lai's study (2014).
While we do not know for sure, the reason for the absence of an in-school effect may be
that in-school programs substituted effective teaching and cancelled out the positive
impact of the CAL classes.
The pooled analysis also identified systematic differences in CAL heterogeneous
program effects. According to our analysis, boys gained more in Chinese test scores than
girls from the Chinese only CAL treatment (Table 8). More specifically, girls gained 0.12
standard deviations in Chinese (and this coefficient was insignificant at the 10% level,
row 4, columns 3 and 4) while boys gained 0.23-0.24 standard deviations (0.12+0.11 in
the fixed effect model or 0.12+0.12 in the random effects model; significant at the 5%
level, rows 2 and 4, columns 3 and 4). This suggests that, using the fixed effect or the
random effects model, the gap in Chinese test scores between boys and girls is 0.11 or
0.12 standard deviations (indicated by the coefficient on the interaction term, row 2,
columns 3 and 4). This is significant at the 10% level in the fixed effect model and 5%
level in the random effects model. In contrast, we do not find heterogeneous effects in
math test scores between the girls and boys when the math only treatment was
implemented (the coefficient on the interaction term between CAL treatment in math
only and the gender dummy is insignificant, row 1, columns 1 and 2). In other words,
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girls and boys benefit similarly from the math only CAL treatment no matter which
model is used.14
One possible reason that boys gain more from a CAL treatment in Chinese is that
boys had lower levels of Chinese than girls before the program. Since the content of the
software only covered the course material and provided remedial tutoring to the students,
it may have been more useful to students with lower levels of knowledge than to students
with higher levels of learning. By looking at the baseline level of Chinese of girls and
boys and controlling for school fixed effects, we find that boys scored 0.17 SD lower than
girls in Chinese (significant at 1% level). Other studies have also suggested that a
remedial program tends to help the poorer performing students more than the better
performing students (Banerjee et al., 2007).
Despite having a large sample and high power, we do not find significant
heterogeneous effects by student initial academic achievement (Table 9). For the mathonly CAL treatment, better performing students (those scoring in the top 50 percentile at
the baseline) gained as much as those scoring in the bottom 50 percentile at the baseline
(the coefficient on the interaction term is insignificant, rows 1, columns 1-2). Although
the coefficients in the fixed effects model (0.09) and the random effects model (0.08)
suggest that there might be heterogeneous effects of the Chinese-only CAL treatment on
student Chinese test scores, the coefficient on the interaction term between the treatment
variable and the indicator for bottom 50% student in baseline Chinese test is not

14

We have also conducted a robustness check by dividing the sample into boys and girls and estimating the
program impact among each gender subgroup. The results are consistent with those that use an interaction
term between the treatment variable and the gender dummy (Table 8). The estimation results of the
robustness check are available upon request.
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significant (row 2, columns 3 and 4). Therefore, we cannot reject the hypothesis that there
are no heterogeneous effects of Chinese only CAL on Chinese test scores.

Conclusion
In this paper we present the results from a pooled dataset of five randomized field
experiment of CAL programs in rural China. The combined studies include 15421
primary school students. In total, there are 6919 students in the treatment group and 8502
in the control group. Students in the treatment arm received two 40-minute CAL sessions
per subject per week, during which, students played computer-based games that required
them to practice using their knowledge of math and/or Chinese. 	
  
Our results suggest that overall the CAL program has a robust and consistently
positive impact on student academic performance as measured by standardized test
scores. The additional drills and exercise provided by the CAL software, the freshness of
the novel technology and the prompt interaction and immediate feedback from computers
may have all contributed to the positive impact in student learning. The impacts of
specific programs ranged from 0.11 to 0.25 standard deviations in math test scores and
0.03 to 0.18 standard deviations on Chinese test scores. The data also suggest that there
are spillover effects of Chinese CAL programs on math test scores. The Chinese-only
program improved student Chinese test score by 0.25 standard deviations. 	
  
The study also finds that student self-efficacy improved by 0.08 standard
deviations when students were treated by our CAL math programs. However, there are no
effects on student self-efficacy when students had Chinese CAL sessions. One of the
reasons that the math CAL was able to make an impact on self-efficacy may be that
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practices in math may involve more of a problem-solving process that can boost student
self-efficacy. In contrast, language exercises mainly enforce the memory of vocabularies
and grammar and understanding of sentences or paragraphs, which may be less likely to
increase student self-evaluation of their capacity to accomplish learning tasks. 	
  
Our results indicate that the out-of-school program was more effective than the inschool program and that boys benefited more than girls from CAL treatment in Chinese.
The in-school program had a much smaller impact on student academic performance than
the out-of-school program, which is consistent with Lai's study (2014). While we do not
know for sure, the reason for the absence of an in-school effect may be that in-school
programs substituted effective teaching and cancelled out the positive impact of the CAL
classes. We also found that boys gained more in Chinese test scores than girls in CAL
treatment in Chinese. Boys gained 0.11 to 0.12 standard deviations more than the girls
from the CAL treatment in Chinese only. 	
  
Many questions are worth exploring in future studies. More studies need to be
conducted to investigate the mechanisms through which the CAL program improves
student achievement. Is it because the program is better at adjusting to the pace of
learning of the individual than regular teaching? Is it due to the more complete and
immediate feedback of student performance that helped the students? Is it because the
pairs of the students discussed and collaborated in CAL classes that made learning more
efficient? Or is it because the use of software boosted the students’	
  motivation to learn in
general? The answers to these questions have important implications for increasing the
effectiveness of the CAL programs and improving teacher practices in regular classes.	
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In summary, our results suggest that CAL is an effective and cost-effective
solution to bridging the educational gap between the rural and urban students in China.
Previous studies suggest there is a significant educational gap between the rural and
urban students (Fu and Ren 2010). CAL is a potential solution to narrowing the gap if it
is effective in improving the academic achievement of the rural students. It is also costeffective, given that the government is committed to building computer labs in all rural
schools. Computer hardware itself is already a sunk cost as it has been part of the
government’s Twelfth Five-Year Plan. The marginal costs that are needed to execute the
program include teacher training, administration costs and allowance for CAL teachersupervisors. Using the method suggested by (Dhaliwal et al. 2011), we calculate the cost
per unit of improvement in student learning to be 24 USD/SD.15 The cost-effectiveness of
our program is comparable to the CAL program conducted in India (Banerjee et al.,
2007). 	
  
However, attention is needed regarding the implementation strategy of the CAL
program. For example, our results suggest that the program is more effective if it is
implemented during a less productive period of time for schooling (e.g. out-of-school
program) than replacing teacher instruction in the regular classes (e.g. in-school
program). We designed and implemented the CAL protocol in a way that made it easy

15	
  We	
  calculate	
  the	
  total	
  annual	
  cost	
  of	
  the	
  program	
  to	
  16,100	
  USD	
  (in	
  2014,	
  after	
  taking	
  inflation	
  

into	
  account).	
  We	
  then	
  divide	
  the	
  total	
  cost	
  by	
  total	
  impact	
  (total	
  impact=average	
  program	
  effect	
  
multiplied	
  by	
  the	
  total	
  number	
  of	
  students	
  attending	
  CAL	
  sessions):	
  16,100	
  USD/(0.10	
  SD	
  *	
  6714	
  
students)=24.0	
  USD/SD.	
  According	
  to	
  the	
  estimates	
  provided	
  by	
  (Banerjee	
  et	
  al.	
  2007),	
  the	
  CAL	
  
program	
  in	
  India	
  costs	
  21.4	
  USD/SD	
  (in	
  2002)	
  and	
  28.2	
  USD/SD	
  (in	
  2014)—also	
  excluding	
  the	
  costs	
  
of	
  computers.	
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and attractive for teachers to follow. We conducted an intensive teacher training where
teachers learned about the protocol and practiced using the software. We also provided
subsidies to compensate teacher-supervisors for any additional workload associated with
the CAL program. To ensure that principals do not shirk on the implementation, it may be
helpful for authorities to incentivize them by “contracting” or linking program outcomes
with an evaluation of overall performance or taking advantage of certain forms of
payment conditional on program implementation. 	
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Table 1. An overview of the five CAL programs

CAL program

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Migrant CAL
Program
Shaanxi CAL
Program I
Shaanxi CAL
Program II
Qinghai CAL
Program I
Qinghai CAL
Program II

Location

Subject

Beijing

Math

Shaanxi

Math

Shaanxi

Math and
Chinese

Qinghai

Chinese

Qinghai

Math and
Chinese

Duration
One
semester
One
semester
Two
semesters
One
semester
Two
semesters

Treatment
group

Number of
treatment
students

Treatment
attrition
rate

Control
group

Number
of
control
students

Control
attrition
rate

24 classes

943

6.7%

24 classes

1281

6.9%

36 schools

1277

2.0%

36 schools

1462

1.4%

36 schools

3912

9.6%

36 schools

4489

10.8%

26 schools

737

10.9%

31 schools

1091

7.1%

26 schools

715

17.1%

31 schools

990

14.3%
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Table 2. Student’s attrition status across the five CAL programs and the whole sample
Dependent variable: student's attrition status (1=attrited;0=otherwise)

[1] CAL treatment in math or
Chinese (1=yes; 0=no)

Migrant
CAL
Program

Shaanxi
CAL
Program I

Qinghai
CAL
Program I

Shaanxi
CAL
Program II

Qinghai
CAL
Program II

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

All five
programs
in columns
(1)-(5)
(6)

-0.01
(0.01)

-0.02
(0.03)

0.06
(0.04)

-0.01
(0.02)

0.02
(0.03)

-0.00
(0.02)

[2] Observations
2,197
2,739
1,819
8,400
1,701
[3] R-squared
0.001
0.002
0.006
0.000
0.001
* significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. Robust standard errors in brackets
clustered at the school level.
Note: The test aims to show whether attrition rates are different between the treatment and control groups
in each CAL program and five programs all together. The tests regress the attrition status (1=attrited
student; 0=remaining student) on the indicator of CAL treatment (1=yes; 0=no) for each program and all
five programs.
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16,856
0.000

Table 3. Ordinary least squares analysis of the differences in student’s characteristics
between the attrited students and non-attrited students, and between the treatment and
control students before and after attrition
Differences between
attrited students and nonattrited students

[1] Standardized baseline math test score
(standard deviations) a
[2] Standardized baseline Chinese test score
(standard deviations) b
[3] Standardized baseline total test score
(math + Chinese, standard deviations) c
[4] Gender (1=male; 0=female)
[5] Only child (1=yes; 0=no)
[6] Ever used a computer (1=yes; 0=no)
[7] Father is illiterate (1=yes; 0=no)
[8] Mother is illiterate (1=yes; 0=no)
[9] At least one parent has an off-farm job
(1=yes; 0=no)
[10] Ever used internet (1=yes; 0=no)
[11] Like school (1-100 points)
[12] Baseline self efficacy (standard
deviations)
[13] Observations

(1)
-0.19***
(0.04)
-0.22***
(0.04)
-0.23***
(0.04)
0.02*
(0.01)
-0.01
(0.01)
-0.10***
(0.03)
-0.00
(0.01)
-0.00
(0.03)
-0.04*
(0.02)
-0.02
(0.02)
-1.06*
(0.57)
-0.04**
(0.02)

Differences between
treatment students and
control students before
attrition
(2)
0.01
(0.08)
0.02
(0.07)
0.01
(0.09)
-0.01
(0.01)
-0.00
(0.03)
0.02
(0.05)
-0.01
(0.01)
-0.01
(0.03)
-0.02
(0.03)
0.01
(0.03)
-0.35
(0.70)
-0.01
(0.02)

Differences between
treatment students and
control students after
attrition
(3)
-0.00
(0.08)
0.01
(0.07)
0.01
(0.09)
-0.01
(0.01)
-0.00
(0.03)
0.01
(0.05)
-0.01
(0.01)
-0.02
(0.03)
-0.02
(0.03)
0.01
(0.03)
-0.42
(0.73)
-0.01
(0.04)

16,856

16,856

15,421

* significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. Robust standard errors in brackets
clustered at the school level.
Note: The test in column (1) aims to show who are more likely to be attrited from the sample. The tests in
columns (2) and (3) aim to show whether the characteristics of the treatment and control groups are
balanced before and after attrition.
Column (1) regress the attrition status on student characteristics (variables in Appendix 1). The tests in
column (2) and (3) regress the student characteristics (variables in Appendix 1) on the treatment status one
at a time.
ab

The Standardized baseline math/Chinese score is the normalized math/Chinese score on the
math/Chinese test that is given to all sample students before CAL programs.
c
To generate a standardized baseline total score, we first standardized the math and Chinese scores
separately and then added them together to gain the total standardized scores.
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Table 4. Ordinary least squares analysis of the impact of CAL program on student’s total
score
Dependent variable: standardized evaluation total test score (math + Chinese)
Fixed effect
Without
With
control
control
(1)
(2)
[1] CAL treatment in math or Chinese (1=yes; 0=no)

0.10***
(0.03)
0.68***
(0.01)

[2] Standardized baseline total test score (math + Chinese) a
[3] Gender (1=male; 0=female)
[4] Only child (1=yes; 0=no)
[5] Ever used a computer (1=yes; 0=no)
[6] Father is illiterate (1=yes; 0=no)
[7] Mother is illiterate (1=yes; 0=no)
[8] At least one parent has an off-farm job (1=yes; 0=no)
[9] Ever used internet (1=yes; 0=no)
[10] Like school (1-100 points)
[11] Baseline self efficacy (standard deviations)
[12] Constant

-0.02
(0.02)

0.10***
(0.03)
0.67***
(0.01)
-0.00
(0.01)
-0.02
(0.02)
0.01
(0.02)
-0.08***
(0.03)
-0.01
(0.02)
0.02
(0.02)
0.01
(0.02)
0.00***
(0.00)
0.02**
(0.01)
-0.12***
(0.05)

Random effects
Without
With
control
control
(3)
(4)
0.10***
(0.03)
0.68***
(0.01)

-0.02
(0.02)

[13] Observations
15,421
15,421
15,421
[14] R-squared
0.455
0.457
0.450
* significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. Robust standard errors in brackets
clustered at the school level
Note: The test aims to show the impact of the CAL treatment in math or Chinese on student total test
scores.
The tests regress the student standardized evaluation total test score (math + Chinese) on the indicator of
CAL treatment in math or Chinese (1=treatment student; 0=control student). Columns (1) and (2) use the
fixed effect model and columns (3) and (4) use the random effects model. All tests control for standardized
baseline total test score. Columns (2) and (4) control for student characteristics that are listed in Appendix
1, rows (4)-(12).
a

To generate a standardized baseline total score, we first standardized the math and Chinese scores
separately and then added them together to gain the total standardized scores.
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0.10***
(0.03)
0.67***
(0.01)
-0.01
(0.01)
-0.01
(0.02)
0.01
(0.02)
-0.08***
(0.03)
-0.01
(0.02)
0.02
(0.02)
0.01
(0.02)
0.00***
(0.00)
0.02**
(0.01)
-0.12**
(0.05)
15,421
0.452

Table 5. Ordinary least squares analysis of the impact of different CAL programs on
student test scores
Dependent variable: standardized evaluation test score (standard deviations)
Math score
Fixed
Random
effect
effects
(1)
(2)
[1] CAL treatment in math only (1=yes; 0=no)
[2] CAL treatment in Chinese only (1=yes; 0=no)
[3] Controls a

0.11***
(0.04)
0.25***
(0.06)
Yes

0.11***
(0.04)
0.25***
(0.06)
Yes

Chinese score
Fixed
Random
effect
effects
(3)
(4)
0.04
(0.03)
0.18***
(0.06)
Yes

0.03
(0.04)
0.17***
(0.06)
Yes

[4] Observations
15,421
15,421
15,421
[5] R-squared
0.329
0.326
0.381
* significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. Robust standard errors in brackets
clustered at the school level.

15,421
0.338

Note: The tests aim to show the impact of the different CAL treatments on student math test scores and
Chinese test scores.
The tests in columns (1) and (2) regress student standardized evaluation math test score on indicators of
CAL treatment in math only (1=only math treatment; 0=otherwise), CAL treatment in Chinese only
(1=only Chinese treatment; 0=otherwise) and CAL treatment in both math and Chinese (1= both math and
Chinese treatment; 0=otherwise). Columns (3) and (4) use the student standardized evaluation Chinese test
score as the outcome variable. Columns (1) and (3) use the fixed effect model and columns (2) and (4) use
the random effects model. All tests control for standardized baseline test score. All tests control for student
characteristics that are listed in Appendix 1, rows (4)-(12).
a

Control variables include all variables in rows (4)-(12) in Appendix 1. The baseline test scores we control
for vary with the outcome variables. If the dependent variable is standardized evaluation math test scores,
then we control for standardized baseline math test score. If the dependent variable is standardized
evaluation Chinese test scores, then we control for standardized baseline Chinese test score. Also, indicator
for CAL treatment in both math and Chinese served as control in this analysis.
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Table 6. Ordinary least squares analysis of the impact of CAL programs on student selfefficacy
Dependent variable: Evaluation self efficacy (standard deviations)
(1)
(2)
Fixed
Random
effect
effects
[1] CAL treatment in math or Chinese (1=yes;
0=no)
[2] CAL treatment in math only (1=yes; 0=no)

0.03
(0.03)

Yes

(4)
Random
effects

0.08*
(0.04)
0.04
(0.07)
Yes

0.08*
(0.04)
0.04
(0.07)
Yes

0.03
(0.03)

[3] CAL treatment in Chinese only (1=yes; 0=no)
[4] Controls a

(3)
Fixed
effect

Yes

[5] Observations
15,421
15,421
15,421
15,421
[6] R-squared
0.078
0.077
0.079
0.078
* significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. Robust standard errors in brackets
clustered at the school level.
Note: The test aims to show the effects of the different CAL treatments on student self-efficacy.
The tests in columns (1) and (2) regress the student evaluation self-efficacy score on the indicator of CAL
treatment in math or Chinese (1=yes; 0=no). Columns (3) and (4) regress the student evaluation selfefficacy score on the indicators of CAL treatment in math only (1=only math treatment; 0=otherwise), CAL
treatment in Chinese only (1=only Chinese treatment; 0=otherwise) and CAL treatment in both math and
Chinese (1= both math and Chinese treatment; 0=otherwise). Columns (1) and (3) use the fixed effect
model and columns (2) and (4) use the random effects model. All tests control for the standardized baseline
self-efficacy and student characteristics that are listed in Appendix 1, rows (2)-(3) and rows (4)-(11).
a

Control variables include all variables in rows (1)-(2) and rows (4)-(12) in Appendix 1. Also, indicator for
CAL treatment in both math and Chinese served as control in columns (3) and (4).
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Table 7. Ordinary least squares of the impact of out-of-school and in-school CAL program
on student academic outcomes
Dependent variable: standardized evaluation test score (standard deviations)
Total score
Math score
(math + Chinese)
Fixed
Random
Fixed
Random
effect
effects
effect
effects
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Fixed
effect
(5)

Random
effects
(6)

[1] In-school CAL treatment in both math and
Chinese (1=yes; 0=no)
[2] Out-of-school CAL treatment in both math
and Chinese (1=yes; 0=no)
[3] Controls a

0.01
(0.04)
0.07
(0.08)
Yes

0.01
(0.04)
0.06
(0.09)
Yes

[4] Observations
15,421
15,421
15,421
15,421
15,421
[5] R-squared
0.455
0.450
0.327
0.324
0.344
* significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. Robust standard errors in brackets
clustered at the school level

15,421
0.337

0.03
(0.04)
0.15***
(0.05)
Yes

0.03
(0.04)
0.15***
(0.05)
Yes

0.04
(0.04)
0.23***
(0.08)
Yes

0.05
(0.04)
0.23***
(0.08)
Yes

Chinese score

Note: The tests aim to show the effects of the in-school CAL treatment and out-of-school CAL treatment in
both math and Chinese on student test scores.
Column (1) and (2) regress the student standardized evaluation total test score (math + Chinese) on
indicators of the in-school CAL treatment in both math and Chinese (1=yes; 0=no) and the out-of-school
CAL treatment in both math and Chinese (1=yes; 0=no). Column (3) and (4) use the student standardized
evaluation math test score as the outcome variable. Column (5) and (6) use the student standardized
evaluation Chinese test score as the outcome variable. Columns (1), (3) and (5) use the fixed effect model
and columns (2), (4) and (6) use the random effect model. All tests control for student characteristics that
are listed in Appendix 1, rows (4)-(12).
a

Control variables include all variables in rows (4)-(12) in Appendix 1. The baseline test scores we control
for vary with the outcome variables. If the dependent variable is standardized evaluation total test scores,
then we control for standardized baseline total test score. If the dependent variable is standardized
evaluation math test scores, then we control for standardized baseline math test score. If the dependent
variable is standardized evaluation Chinese test scores, then we control for standardized baseline Chinese
test score.
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Table 8. Ordinary least squares analysis of the heterogeneous effects of CAL treatment on
student test score by student gender
Dependent variable: standardized evaluation test score (standard deviations)
Math score
Fixed
Random
effect
effects
(1)
(2)
[1] CAL treatment in math only (1=yes; 0=no) *
Gender (1=male; 0=female)
[2] CAL treatment in Chinese only (1=yes; 0=no) *
Gender (1=male; 0=female)
[3] CAL treatment in math only (1=yes; 0=no)
[4] CAL treatment in Chinese only (1=yes; 0=no)
[5] Gender (1=male; 0=female)
[6] Controls a

-0.01b
(0.04)

-0.01b
(0.04)

0.12**
(0.05)
0.25***
(0.06)
0.01
(0.02)
Yes

0.12**
(0.05)
0.25***
(0.06)
0.01
(0.02)
Yes

Chinese score
Fixed
Random
effect
effects
(3)
(4)

0.11*c
(0.06)
0.03
(0.04)
0.12*
(0.06)
-0.05***
(0.02)
Yes

0.12** c
(0.06)
0.03
(0.04)
0.12*
(0.06)
-0.06***
(0.02)
Yes

[7] Observations
15,421
15,421
15,421
15,421
[8] R-squared
0.329
0.326
0.345
0.338
* significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. Robust standard errors in brackets
clustered at the school level.
Note: The tests aim to show the heterogeneous effects of different CAL treatments on test scores by student
gender.
Columns (1) and (2) regress student standardized evaluation math test score on the main components and
the interaction terms of student gender and the CAL treatment in math only (1=only math treatment;
0=otherwise), and the main components and the interaction of student gender and the CAL treatment in
both math and Chinese (1= both math and Chinese treatment; 0=otherwise). Columns (3) and (4) regress
students standardized evaluation Chinese test score on the main components and the interaction term of
student gender and the indicators of CAL treatment in Chinese only (1=only Chinese treatment;
0=otherwise), and the main components and the interaction of the CAL treatment in both math and Chinese
(1= both math and Chinese treatment; 0=otherwise) and student gender. Columns (1) and (3) use the fixed
effect model and columns (2) and (4) use the random effects model. All tests control for standardized
baseline test score. All tests controlled for student characteristics that are listed in Appendix 1, rows (4)(12).
a

Control variables include all variables in rows (4)-(12) in Appendix 1. The baseline test scores we control
for vary with the outcome variables. If the dependent variable is standardized evaluation math test scores,
then we control for standardized baseline math test score. If the dependent variable is standardized
evaluation Chinese test scores, then we control for standardized baseline Chinese test score. Also, indicator
for CAL treatment in both math and Chinese served as control in this analysis.
b
To reach a significance level of 0.1, the two heterogeneous tests of the CAL treatment in math need to
have a p-value of 0.05 each (using the Bonferroni method). In other words, the interaction term in row (1),
columns (1)-(2), need to be significant at the 5% level after adjusting for multiple tests of heterogeneous
effects. The results suggest that we cannot reject the hypothesis that CAL treatment in math only does not
have heterogeneous effects by gender.
c
To reach a significance level of 0.1, the two heterogeneous tests of the CAL treatment in Chinese need to
have a p-value of 0.05 each (using the Bonferroni method). In other words, the interaction term in row (2),
columns (3)-(4), need to be significant at the 5% level after adjusting for multiple tests of heterogeneous
effects. The results suggest that we can reject the hypothesis that CAL treatment in Chinese only does not
have heterogeneous effects by gender.
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Table 9. Ordinary least squares analysis of the heterogeneous effects of CAL treatment on
student academic outcomes by student initial achievement level
Dependent variable: standardized evaluation test score (standard deviations)
Math score
Fixed
Random
effect
effects
(1)
(2)
[1] CAL treatment in math only * Bottom 50% student in math (1=yes; 0=no)

0.01c
(0.04)

Chinese score
Fixed
Random
effect
effects
(3)
(4)

0.01 c
(0.04)

[2] CAL treatment in Chinese only * Bottom 50% student in Chinese (1=yes;
0=no)

0.09 d
(0.06)
0.03
(0.03)
0.04
(0.04)
0.13**
(0.06)
Yes

0.08 d
(0.06)
0.03
(0.03)
0.04
(0.04)
0.13**
(0.06)
Yes

[7] Observations
15,421
15,421
15,421
[8] R-squared
0.330
0.327
0.347
* significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. Robust standard errors in brackets
clustered at the school level.

15,421
0.339

[3] Bottom 50% student (1=yes; 0=no) a

0.04
(0.03)
0.11**
(0.04)
0.25***
(0.06)
Yes

[4] CAL treatment in math only
[5] CAL treatment in Chinese only
[6] Controls b

0.04
(0.03)
0.11***
(0.04)
0.25***
(0.06)
Yes

Note: The test aims to show the heterogeneous effects of the different CAL treatments by student initial achievement
level.
Columns (1) and (2) regress student standardized evaluation math test score on the main components and the
interaction term of bottom 50% student in math (1=yes; 0=no) and indicator of CAL treatment in math only (1=only
math treatment; 0=otherwise), and the main components and the interaction of the CAL treatment in both math and
Chinese (1= both math and Chinese treatment; 0=otherwise) and bottom 50% student in math (1=yes; 0=no). Columns
(3) and (4) regress students standardized evaluation Chinese test score on the main components and the interaction term
of bottom 50% student in Chinese (1=yes; 0=no) and indicator of CAL treatment in Chinese only (1=only math
treatment; 0=otherwise), and the main components and the interaction of the CAL treatment in both math and Chinese
(1= both math and Chinese treatment; 0=otherwise) and bottom 50% student in Chinese (1=yes; 0=no). Columns (1)
and (3) use the fixed effect model and columns (2) and (4) use the random effects model. All tests control for
standardized baseline test score. All tests control for student characteristics that are listed in Appendix 1, rows (4)-(12).
a

Bottom 50% student vary with the outcome variables. If the dependent variable is standardized evaluation Chinese
test scores, then we use the indicator of bottom 50% student in Chinese. If the dependent variable is standardized
evaluation math test scores, then we use the indicator of bottom 50% student in math.
b
Control variables include all variables in rows (4)-(12) in Appendix 1. The baseline test scores we control for vary
with the outcome variables. If the dependent variable is standardized evaluation math test scores, then we control for
standardized baseline math test score. If the dependent variable is standardized evaluation Chinese test scores, then we
control for standardized baseline Chinese test score. Also, indicators for the interaction of CAL treatment in both math
and Chinese and student initial academic achievement served as controls in this analysis.
c
To reach a significance level of 0.1, the two heterogeneous tests of the CAL treatment in math need to have a p-value
of 0.05 each (using the Bonferroni method). In other words, the interaction term in row (1), columns (1)-(2), need to be
significant at the 5% level after adjusting for multiple tests of heterogeneous effects. The results suggest that we cannot
reject the hypothesis that CAL treatment in math only does not have heterogeneous effects by student initial
achievement.
d
To reach a significance level of 0.1, the two heterogeneous tests of the CAL treatment in Chinese need to have a pvalue of 0.05 each (using the Bonferroni method). In other words, the interaction term in row (2), columns (3)-(4), need
to be significant at the 5% level after adjusting for multiple tests of heterogeneous effects. The results suggest that we
cannot reject the hypothesis that CAL treatment in Chinese only does not have heterogeneous effects by student initial
achievement.
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Appendix 1. Descriptive statistics of baseline characteristics of the treatment group and the
control group of the sample students after attrition
Students after attrition
Treatment group

[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]
[10]
[11]
[12]
[13]

Standardized baseline math test score (standard
deviations)
Standardized baseline Chinese test score (standard
deviations)
Standardized baseline total test score (standard
deviations)
Gender (1=male; 0=female)
Only child (1=yes; 0=no)
Ever used a computer (1=yes; 0=no)
Father is illiterate (1=yes; 0=no)
Mother is illiterate (1=yes; 0=no)
At least one parent has an off-farm job (1=yes;
0=no)
Ever used internet (1=yes; 0=no)
Like school (1-100 points)
Baseline student self-efficacy (standard deviations)
Observations

Mean

Mean

Standard
deviation

0.02

1.00

0.02

0.98

0.03

0.96

0.02

0.99

0.03

0.97

0.02

0.98

0.52
0.23
0.68
0.09
0.23

0.50
0.42
0.47
0.29
0.42

0.53
0.23
0.66
0.10
0.24

0.50
0.42
0.47
0.29
0.43

0.35

0.48

0.37

0.48

0.29
90.13
-0.00

0.45
19.02
0.97

0.28
90.55
0.01

0.45
18.84
0.99

6919
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Control group

Standard
deviation

8502

